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ABSTRACT

NUKEM has ben responsible for the development and fabrication of

LEU fuel elements for MTR reactors under the frame of the German

AF program since 1979.

The AF program is part of th« international RERTR efforts, which

were initiated by the INFCE Group in 1978.

This paper describes the actual status of development and the

transition from the prototype to the series production in a

standardized manufacturing line for silicide fuels at NUKEM.

Technical provisions and a customer oriented standardized product

range aim at an economized manufacturing.

INTRODUCTION

Mainly four fuel types were investigated in the past as potential

high density LEU fuels: UA1 , U_0o, U,Sio and U-Si.

The densities achievable with these fuels at the meanwhile well

known fabrication limit are represented in fig. 1. NUKEM did

manufacture fuel plates with all fuel types at this limit, the

irradiation behaviour all of these was good. This is reported in

other papers, e.g. by KFA (1) or ANL (2,3).
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This paper concentrates on the future standard fuel type U.si-

and a respectively standardized production technique. Prom 1991 on,

if possible, al l fuel elements jnd».-r commercial aspects shall be

manufactured with U-Si- fuel, even in the HEU case. This period

fits conventiently with the timu schedule for our new production

facility NUKEM building 2.

NUKEM BUILDING 2

NUKEM b u i l d i n g 2 i s ( b e s i d e s HTGR) t he new home f o r t h e MTR p r o -

duction l ine, the chemistry with uranium conversion and recycling

and a l l service departments e.g. the analytical chemistry or the

waste treatment. With the i n i t i a l operation of NUKEM building 2

the old fac i l i ty of NUKEM with the old production l ines will be

shut down. Fig. 2 gives a survey on the area of the nuclear faci-

l i t i e s RBU, TRANSNUKLEAR and NUKEM in Hanau on the base of a

model. The building NUKEM 2 is situated at the top r ight posi-

tion. Mainly of in teres t here are the parts 1 and 2 of the buil-

ding, representing the production, quality inspection, R+D and

bureau areas.

Fig. 3 represents a front and back view of building 2. Part 1,

the production building, has to be windowless, by safety reasons,

the walls r e s i s t earth quakes, b las t waves and in case of the

UFg store even a plane crash.

To fulf i l l these demands of the German nuclear technical require-

ments "KTA" we have to construct 13.000 m3 concrete with 2.400 tons

steel armouring. The dimensions of part 1 are about 60 m in length,

50 m in width and 17 m in heigth. The side view in f ig. 4 shows also

the personnel transfer channel to part 1, entrance is only possible

via this way coming from part 2 of the building.
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The material transfer channel to the production building is located

in the west side. Here all materials, but also all components of the

process lines have to be brougth in. Safety requirements prohibited

an assembly opening in one of the outwalls, which would prevent a

continuous armouring of these against terroristic attacks.

The production building is separated in two sections, as seen on

fig. 5. One side (blue) takes up the MTR production from fuel powder

to finished elements, the other side (red) the chemical production

lines. Here also the fuel production for HTGP fuel elements and the

corresponding R+D section (yellow/rod) are integrated. Finally be-

sides the chemical part of the process lines the storage and guard

rooms are housed (green).

On fig. 6 the time schedule for building 2 is shown. Meanwhile the

she-11 of the building is finished and we are waiting for the second

license, which is foreseen for end of this year and will allow the

installation of the energy, gas rind water supply systems.

The setting into operation of building 2 is planned for the end of

1990. Then at the latest we w U l produce MTR fuel elements on new

standardized process line for the standard fuel U.Sij.

TOPICS ON A STANDARDIZED

FABRICATION LINE FOR U_Si,

During the research and development work for LEU fuel elements with

U_Si~ fuel some process steps turned out to be more influenced

by the five times higher fuel throughput and the changed fuel

processing characteristics.
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The most important steps are:

conversion of UF to U metal

- powder comminution

plate fabrication.

A flow sheet of the UF, conversion Is shown in f ig.8. For the fab-

rication of U metal we use the conversion via UP by reaction

of IJPV with perchlorethylene. The UF,, i s reduced to U metal in a

calciothermic reaction.

Because there will be no standard enrichment in tine NUKEM fac i l i t i e s ,

the mass depending process step*, have to be limited due to the c r i -

t ica l i ty data of HEU. There fort- e.g. to produce the same amount

U235 as metal, we need five batches for LEU, but only one for HEU

material. The preceding process steps today are performed mass

depending also. Here NUKEM is constructing a new faci l i ty in safe

geometry, so that the content of or.n UFfi-cylinder can be processed

in one step. This means a double throughput compared to the actual

status. The recycling of scrap a.lsc wil l be performed in components

with safe geometry thus enlarging t he througput and decreasing the

extra costs compared to the s t i l l more economic HEU fuel.

The new conversion facili ty will also take into consideration the

rigorous German radiation protection regulations by dust t ight

powder transfer systems, which JS of special interest in case of

high throughput.

As pointed out already in Gatlinburg the comminution of U_Si2

to powder is s t l l 1. one of the technical, and therefore commercial

main problems (4/,.

This is due to the five times higher throughput also and the com-

minution character is t ic of lJo^i-j as well. To reduce the expendi-

ture and to enlarge the safety in processing the highly pyrophoric

U3Si-2 by minimizing the handling necessity NUKEM develops a com-

pletely new powder production l ine.
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Fig. 9 gives an impression on the proven technique for UAl powder,

which is carried out batchwise in safe masse;.

A lot of manual operation for the mass flow .3 corresponding to this

me thod.

The inspection of the powder characteristics is depending on a pre-

cedubg homogenization of the successively build up powder batch.

The new production technique planned for the standardized process

line is seen in fig. 10. The principle is in main sections automati-

cally/ the batchwise operation is substituted by a fast continuous

mass flow with direct coarse recovery.

A finalizing homogeneous dividing of the mass flow with integrated

sampling reduces the inspection expense also.

An important point for cost reduction on the specification point of

view is the allowed content of fines in the powder. Up to now at

maximum 25 % are specified, What necessitates the separation of the

usually higher fines fractions amount.

The analogous to the DAI specification higher value of maximum

50 % fines is no technical problem, what was proven by a referring

irradiation test in the FRG reactor. The post irradiation examina-

tion of these test plates did show no difference, the reached burnup

can be seen from fig. 11. F i r s t ordors on the basis of the specifi-

cation accomodated to the HEU experience have been set t led.

The plate fabrication, s tar t ing with picture and frame, is the third

aim for technical solutions to reduce the fabrication costs. A very

carefull treatment of a l l structure parts is the f i r s t step to re-

duce the known problem of high loaded plates, the "white spots". A

good solution of this problem was found with an additional manu-

facturing step, which meanwhile is used for a l l highly loaded fuel

plates made by NUKEM.

Fig. 12 gives a survey on the full sized fuel element delivery pro-

gram of NUKEM. The variety of types will remain in future, acccor-

ding to customers demand. The pla te ; in these elements should be

standardized as far as possible for the sake of lower costs.
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Fig. 13 f ina l ly gives the t radi t ional survey on delivered and

ordered MEU and LF.U f'lll s ize fuel elements.
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Building Structure of Building 2
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MTR Fuel Element Production
Discontinuous Fuel Comminution
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MTR Fuel Element Production
Continuous Fuel Comminution with
Representative Flow Dividing
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Fuel Type

U-Densitymax.
(g U/cm3 meat)

Fuel Fines <40/xm

Pictures
Al-coated

Burnable
Poison B4C

Fission Density
(f/cm3meat)x.l021

UALX

2,2

<»

no

no

1,5

U.A

3,1

<25

no

no

1,9

U3Si2

5,3

<25

<50

no

no

1,9

U,Si,,

6,0

<25

yes

no

yes

NUKEM

U,Si,3

6,5

<25

yes

no

yes

U3Si

6,9

<25

no

yes

no

2,5

1

Us

1
H *) Test interrupted, i>nc plate defect |

1 Test Plate Investigations
(Status: Aug. I«M7) 1

11
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on MTR-Fuel-Elements
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NUKEM

Fuel Type

FE Details

Number of FE
Total
Delivered
In Preperation

Enrichment
(% 235U)

U-Density
(gU/cm3mcat)

Meat-Thickness
(mm)

UALX

460.
294
166

45

1,1-1,7

0,5-0,65

DALX

39
39

20

1,8

0,76

116
116

20

2,0-3,1

0,51-1,5

U3Si2

156
54

102

20

2,6-4,8

0,51-0,76

Full Size MEU LEU Fuel Elements
ordered by NUKEM (Status: Aug. 1987)

13
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